Seeds

Review Key Words
- need
- eat
- we

Write a Prediction


Read the Story

Seeds come from plants. Seeds grow into new plants. Trees grow from seeds. Gardens grow from seeds. Weeds grow from seeds. People need seeds. We eat seeds. Beans are seeds we eat. People feed seeds to animals. Wheat is a seed we feed cows. People make paint from seeds. Peanuts are used to make paint. People make drinks from seeds. Coffee seeds are used to make coffee. People plant seeds. They keep them watered. New plants grow. The plants make more seeds.

Cold Timing Score: _______  Final Timing Score: _______
Answer the Questions

1. ___________ grow from seeds.
   Meat  Trees  Bees

2. We feed ___________ to cows.
   wheat  bees  reeds

3. Plants ___________ water to grow.
   need  beat  weed

4. We get ___________ from plants.
   meat  me  seeds

5. What can people do with seeds?

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

Number Correct: _____

Practice Word Lists (ee, ea, e)

need  eat  we
seed  wheat  he
weed  seat  be
feed  beat  me
deed  feat  tee
heed  meat  tree
reed  peat  bee
need  heat  see
seed  seat  Lee
feed  neat  fee

Passed Down: _____
Passed Across: _____